" WYPUSZCZAM GŁOWATKI" ACTION
The Głowatka Club of Kraków has been striving for twenty-eight years to survive in the
Polish waters of the Dunajec, Poprad and San rivers, one of the most valuable species of fish
salmonids in Europe, Hucho-hucho salmon. The Danube salmon is the largest fish which can be
found in the rivers of Europe. Our club has documented reports of Danube salmon caught in
Poland, the weight of which was up to 30 kilograms. This fish size has an average age of 20 years.
Due to the unique requirements of this species, such as cleanliness and oxygenation of water, its
temperature and the depth and speed of the current, the Danube salmon population is small and
scattered today. In Poland it is inhabited mainly by three rivers: Dunajec, Poprad, San - with their
tributaries. This is the fish that catching is the dream of many anglers. At the same time, it is a
species included in many European countries to the Red Book of endangered and protected species
ban on taking by anglers.
Referring to the above, Kraków Głowatka Club invites all anglers to take part in the action
" WYPUSZCZAM GŁOWATKI", the aim of which is to propagate among anglers the principle of
catching, take photos and release each caught Danube salmon - giving it a chance for further life,
spawning and supporting the population of this wonderful fishes.
Each released Danube salmon gives more chances to other anglers to catch it and the most
persistent "hunters" to meet it again.
We offer to all anglers who catch a dimensional Danube salmon and make a video or photo
of a fish lying along the ruler from June 1, 2021 to February 28, 2022 (in the absence of a ruler, we
allow a photo along the rod - with a visible description of the rod) and document the fact of
releasing it into the water with a video - possibility take part in our Campaign "Wypuszczam
Głowatki"
When recording the activity, the release of the fish, the angler must verbally state the name of the
river, date and time. We will be pleased if the angler specifies the place of catching.
The material described above with a short description of the adventure and a contact
telephone number sent to the Krakow Głowatka Club to the following address: klub@glowatka.pl.
confirms the willingness to participate in our initiative.
Each angler who sends us the material collected in this way will receive a unique
commemorative stamp "Wypuszczam Głowatki", a document confirming participation in the action
in the form of a diploma and a surprise gift from the sponsors.
All photos and videos sent by participants of the action will be published on the Facebook
community service under the name "Wypuszczam Głowatki"
The campaign will end in March 2022 when, together with the sponsors of the campaign,
we will select at least three of the most interesting reports from the submitted materials and award
their authors with special awards.
We plan to repeat the action cyclically in the coming years.
The proposal to take part in our action - also applies to fellow anglers from Slovakia - the
only condition for participation is the fact of catching and releasing this fish in the Dunajec and
Poprad rivers on the sections constituting the common border of our countries.
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